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Overview

Chapter 1: About this manual
This document describes how to install and use the Wash Out Unit
Contents:
Wash Out Unit user's manual contains the following chapters：
Chapter 2: Overview
Chapter 3:Installation site and environmental requirements
Chapter 4:Offloading, unboxing and installing
Chapter 5:Operation instruction
Chapter 6:System maintenance
Chapter 7:Abnormal problems analysis and handling
Chapter 8: Optional devices
Chapter 9: Appendixes – Wiring Diagrams
Typographic conventions
This document uses the following typographical conventions:
Calibri(Bold)

Noun first defined and emphasis is indicated in bold

Calibri

Represents the computer display of text and system items

————————————————————————————————
CRON welcomes any valuable comments and suggestions:
CRON welcomes your comments and suggestions on this document, and it’s our sincere commitment to provide upmost relevant
detail in this document to meet your requirements.

To send in any comments or suggestions, please visit http://www.cron.com.cn.
When submitting comments and suggestions, attach the titleof the document, indicates page number and any comments,
errors or suggestions for improvement found in this document.
If you want to know the upgrade items during production,please refer to the announcements by our companyChapter 2:
Overview
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Overview

2.1 Overview
WPT series Wash Out Unit (WOU) is a plate cleaner that can be used for either positive and negative
plates developing. The are 3 series of WOU, maximum width of the plate can reach are 700mm, 900mm
and 1250mm respectively. WPT series low chemical plate cleaner uses water and soap for plate cleaning
process, reduce waste discharge and environmental pollution. And the plate-making wastewater of the low
chemical treatment plate is neutral, non-toxic, and it can meet the standards for direct discharge.
Figure 2-1;

2.2 System dimension & weight
System equipment size, weight table（includes plate input tray）
Device Model

L(mm)

W(mm)

H(mm)

Weight(kg)

WPT70

920

1050

1040

≈210Kg

WPT90

920

1290

1040

≈300Kg

WPT125

920

1610

1040

≈400Kg

Remark: System equipment, size, weight will be vary depends on required configurations

2.3Power requirement
Power requirements of the system
Device Model

Rated power (W)

Power supply requirements

WPT70

3850

AC220V±5% 20A

WPT90

3850

AC220V±5% 20A

WPT125

3850

AC220V±5% 20A
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2.4 Power connection & wiring
Preparation of the wires, sockets, open empty, etc. (if necessary, an UPS is required too)
Instruction：Required voltage must be stable. Grounding must be good (with galvanized metal diameter of
not less than 10mm, buried 1.5m below).
Equipment must be having ground resistance ≤ 0.5Ω.
Figure2-4:power wiring diagram

2.5Safety and Caution labels
In the use of this device, please strictly comply with the requirements of the warning signs in the device!
WARNING！
！
Before using the Wash Out Unit, please read carefully and understand the manual content.Strictly
follow all safety rules and regulations process while operating the equipment.Failure to follow the safety
precautions will not only damage the equipment but may even result in personal injury.
DANGER！
！
Unauthorized attempts of disassembling or alteration, and/or misuse, inappropriate operation of the
equipment hardware or modification of its circuitry may result in serious damage or malfunction to the
imager.

Caution Electricity!
Do not allow the body to come into contact with life current flowing parts of the
device.Put on anti-static gloves to prevent static or power surge when handling
with electronic or electrical components.Do not touch the power cord areas and
other electrical components with bare hands.Do not operate or turn on switch with
wet hands.
-6-
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Be careful of belt or sprocket pinching!
Avoid body parts or clothing to come into contact with moving parts such as belts
or sprockets to prevent pinching.

Be careful of gears!
gea
Avoid body parts or clothing to come in contact with moving parts such as gears to
prevent pinching.

Precautions
Precautions!
Things to be aware of when operating this machine.
machine

Emergency stop switch related instructions!
instructions
Emergency
mergency stop switch should be performed in accordance with the relevant
instructions.

Emergency stop switch
Emergency stop switch is a safety measure function; when in an emergency
situation, press the emergency stop switch and immediately stop the work of the
plate processor. Thisswitch is located on the side of the device top casing. Under
normal operation mode, make sure the emergency stop switch is disengaged or
released.
A. Rotate the switch in the direction of the arrow to dis-engage
dis engage (working mode) the emergency
switch.
B. When the device appears abnormal, press the emergency stop switch, identify the cause and
Problemhandling
roblemhandling before reopening the emergency stop switch;

Note!
Emergency stop switch does not have the function of cutting off the
the current power, make sure to turn off
the power of the equipment before system maintenance.
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2.6Safety Information
Electrical Safety
◆Equipment must be grounded effectively;
◆To protect the equipment and personal safety, it is recommended to install indoor lightning arresting rod;
◆All maintenance work on the equipment must be carried out with the power off；
◆When the equipment is working, do not touch the moving parts of the machine with your hands or fingers.

Mechanical safety
◆Only under the circumstances necessary to dismantle the device casing;
◆Be attention to the machinery operation, always wear gloves, tools and parts must be placed in an orderly
manner；
◆Do not perform any maintenance or modifications to the equipment system that is not authorized by CRON.
◆Do not place any foreign objects on the device;
◆In non-emergency situations, it is strictly prohibited to press the emergency stop button;
◆In the operation of mechanical parts, always wear gloves, so as to avoid rusting parts; tools and parts should
be placed in order;
◆ Avoid overhead collision during equipment operation.

Other safety aspects
◆This device is not intended to be used in an explosive or potentially explosive atmosphere.
◆Fireworks is prohibited near the occasion of this device;
◆Prevent water or other liquids from flowing into the interior of the device;
◆Debris, scrap or residue generated from the use of this equipment must be handled in accordance with the
laws and regulations of the hazardous material management authority in the country / region in which it is
used.

Policy of equipment requirements
◆To ensure that customer’s installation site, environment and conditions, are able to meet and comply to the
equipment operational requirement
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Chapter 3: Installation Site and Environmental Requirements
3.1 Space requirement
Refer to Table 3-1,
1, given the size of the machine and consider the space needed, minimum distance
between wall and machine is 500mm, sizes of the room(space) needed for the machine installation can be
determined.
etermined. It is also advisable to reserve some room space close
close to the installed machine for placement of
plates and media too.

Remark: When WOU is used on-line
line with CTP device, it will be placed and connected at rear of the CTP device position,
there is no need to reserve to much space in between.

3.2 Flooringg & hallway access
Doors and corridors at the installation
tion site must be wide enough (≧
( 145cm) so that the machine can be
pushed into the room.Floor level should be maintained at ± 4mm. If installation to be done above ground
floor, this requires an industrial elevator that have can load more than 2000kg. After the machine is in place,
the machine requires leveling by using a level gauge.

3.3 Environmental
mental requirement
3.3.1Maintain
Maintain indoor safe lighting to avoid exposure of plates.
plates
3.3.2 To ensure the effective reaction of the plate and the plate cleaning liquid, the ambient
temperature should be kept at 20~30°C.Environment
20~30°C
humidity: 40% ---- 60%, Non-condensing,
maintain good ventilation environment;
3.3.3 Air quality: should meet international quality standards, that is, API value is less than or equal to
100;
3.3.4 Other installations for indoor: Air-condition, Dehumidifier/humidifier, air purifier.
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3.4 Source water requirement
3.4.1 Plate cleaning unit (WOU) is connected to water tap for clean water access to dilution plate
cleaning liquid and plate wash flushing. Make sure water pressure connected maintains at
0.02~0.04Mpa.
3.4.2 A four-point tap water pipe should be installed in the equipment room. The height of the
machine room drain outlet should not be more than 200 mm above the ground plate of the plate
processor. In order to facilitate the cleaning of the roller shaft and other parts, an appropriate
capacity pool should be provided in the machine room.
3.4.3 Plate cleaning unit (WOU) draining pipelines are to be unobstructed and discharged in
accordance with local environmental regulations.
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Chapter 4: Offloading, Unboxing and Installing
4.1 On-site conditions during offload handling
Customer needs to provide handling equipment and tools to ensure the safe handling of the machine to
the installation site.In the meantime, CRON engineers will assist with the handling and uncrating on site.

4.2Shipment packing
Wash Out Unitis usually packed in a wooden crate box for easy shipping and handling. The following
tablelists the package sizes and weight
Table 4.1: Packing size and weight
Device Model

W(cm)

L(cm)

H(cm)

Weight(kg)

WPT70

122

108

126

260

WPT90

145

108

126

350

WPT1250

177

108

126

450

4.3 Loading &unloading equipment
Customers must provide forklift or crane with minimum load-bearing for more than 2000kg. Forks length
must be more than 150cm. If necessary, lengthen the span of two forks according to the wooden box and
the structure of the machine to adjust to the corresponding width.

4.4 Installation personnel
CRON advised customer to provide professional handling personnel to move the machine to the premises
of installation and unpack the crate, with CRON professionals work together on site.
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4.5Unboxing, fixing and installing
4.5.1 Wash Out Unit unboxing flow chart:

Unboxing
preparation

Uncrate the box

Remove protection
foil

Remove fixing
screws & ties

Device positioning
& levelling

Peripheralsattachme
nt
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4.5.2 Unboxing preparation
First of all, check the crate box is intact, tilt indicator whether has any toner presence of overflow
beyond the guide line. Ifproblems are found, they should be documented and feedback to CRON
immediately.

4.5.3 Uncrate the box: Use long-nose pliers to loosen the wooden case lock;
A) locked stage
B) unlocked stage

4.5.4 Follow the steps to remove the wooden box cover, side panels and pallet base(shown in Figure 3
and Table 1);

Table 1:Wooden crate panels list
No

Description

Figure/ModelNo.

Material/
Specification

Qty

Wood layers

1

1

Wooden box pallet

2

Equipment

3

Wooden box side panels

Wood layers

2

4

Wooden box end panels

Wood layers

2

5

Wooden box cover

Wood layers

1

1
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Offloading, Unboxing and Installing
4.5.5Removal of aluminium foil:
Cut the foil bag at the bottom in circle, then remove foil bag (Figure 4).Be careful not to scratch
theequipment while cutting the foil bag.Then unscrew the hex screws 8-M6 * 10, unscrew the
nut4-M10,remove the fixing brackets(Figure 4);
Note: Depends on season and modes of transportation, method of packing could be done either
Withwrapping bag, and/or aluminum foil bag. The description here refers of an aluminum foil bag as
an example;

Figure 4: Aluminium foil and equipment fixing brackets figures
4.5.6 Remove of bundled accessories:
Find the opening and remove of stretch film, remove the equipment spare parts and accessories
and keep it in a safe place for later use.

4.5.7 Device lifting and positioning:
While using a forklift to lift up the WPT device, length of folds should be beyond the center
gravity of the device, and forks tips should be kept out of the wooden pallet base. Keep attention
and maintain stable while shoveland lifting the device. Moves the device to the installation
location and carefully lower it down onto the ground.
4.5.8 Device level adjustment / power on
Turn the WOUadjustable foot with a wrench until the wheel is off the ground. Place the level
gauge on the platen, adjust the wheels until the machine is level, then secure the nut.
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4.5.9 Removing the clipping ties

4.5.10Plate collector rack support
Screw in the two screws to support the supporting rods of the rack.

4.5.11Drainage pipes
a) Below figure shows all pipes that attached with the machine. Gumming pipe - insert one end
into the Gum container, Developer replenishingpipe – insert one end into the Developer
replenishing container.Developer pump-in pipe– insert into the fresh developer container(used
during refilling processor tank after processor maintenance).Gum return pipe– insert into the
same Gum container.Wash overflow pipe and Wash draining pipe–insert both end into the main
drainage pipe with a diameter of no less than 100mm.

Gumming
pipe

Developer
replenishing pipe

Developer
pump-in pipe

Gum return
pipe
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Wash overflow
pipe

Wash draining
pipe

Offloading, Unboxing and Installing
b) Below picture shows part of the machine’s pipe. Both the developer draining pipe and the
developer overflow pipe are inserted into the main drainage pipe with a diameter of not less
than 100mm.

Developer discharge
pipe

Developer overflow
pipe

c) Below picture shows the discharge valve on the left side of the machine (when handle is in
horizontally position means closed, and handle is turned clockwise 90ºvertical position means
open).

Wash draining valve

Developer
discharge valve

d)Water pipe access connect to water tap with quick connector, one end of the nut joint is screwed
clockwise into the processor sink lower outer connector, the other end is fixed on the faucet/water
tap.
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Operation Instructions

Chapter 5: Operation Instructions
5.1Check and prepare
5.1.1 Check whether the installation of the machine is stable and whether the foot is fixed.
5.1.2 Check whether the cover of the machine is closed, and whether the plate inlet and outlet are
unobstructed.
5.1.3 Check whether the inlet and outlet pipes are connected to the corresponding piping.
5.1.4 Check whether the power supply is properly connected to the circuit and whether the ground
wire is reliably grounded.
5.1.5 Adjust the amount of developer solution (according to CRON recommended ratio of liquid soap
for testing).
5.1.6 Prepare appropriate amount of plate gum.

5.2Panel function keys introduced
5.2.1The ENT key is the start key.
5.2.2 The ▲ and ▼key is the screen changing key, press the ▲ or ▼ key to switch to a different
screen.
5.2.3The ◄and ►key is left and right keys.
5.2.4 SET key is the setting key. When the SET key is touched, the machine parameters can be set.
5.2.5 The ENT key is the confirmation key. After the parameter is modified, the key must be pressed
to enable the setting parameter to take effect.
5.2.6 The 0 to 9 keys are numeric function keys, and ALM keys do not work temporarily.
5.2.7 The CLR key is the clear key.
5.2.8 ESC key to exit the current screen key.

7

8

9

4

5

6

1

2

3

0
ESC

ALM

SET

Panel appearance
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5.3 Panel operation introduction
5.3.1Turn on the power switch, turn on the machine power switch, and turn on the emergency stop
switch.

5.3.2The operation panel is shown below:

★、According to the display, the machine starts when the ENT key is pressed (When there is no liquid
in the tank, try not to touch the ENT key to avoid accidents）
The CLR key can reset plate counter to 0.Plate jammed: ie the sensor has not sensed the plate
(plate jammed can be restarted when the machine has to be powered off)
5.3.3Touch screen changeover key ▼ to enter the following screen：

The front shows the actual developing temperature, and the drying temperature (not adjustable)
Follow by the expected development temperature, drying temperature setting (adjustable)
The developing time is the time for the developing the plate (the shorter the development time, the
faster the plate output speed; the longer the developing time, the slower the plate output speed)
The number of rotations of the main motor is the number of rotations when the main rotation motor
is in operation. It is used to observe the smoothness of the motor rotation speed (not adjustable).
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5.3.4Touch screen change button ▼ again to enter the following screen:

The developing temperature of this page is used as a correction.，When the display
temperature on the panel does not match the actual temperature of the developer, use it for
adjustments (pre-adjustment done in factory).
Static replenishment: When the machine is in standby mode, certain amount of soap solution
will be added per hour. (Amount replenish is adjustable)
Brush speed: the speed of the brush when working (brush rotation speed is 40 rpm, each
value increase 20 rpm. 9 is the highest speed value).
Total number of processed plates: the total number of processed plate copies (cannot be
cleared/reset).
Motor rotation number: The rotation number when the main rotation motor is working, used
to observe the smoothness of the motor rotation speed (not adjustable).
5.3.5Touch the screen changeover key ▼ again to enter the following screen:

Press the "4" self inspect key to detect all the equipment works (other than the temperature
control system), you can also use this key as a manual plate developing function.
Gumming: Determines whether or not to apply gum after the plate wash finishes. The default is
ENABLE
Plate Reverse: Use when plate is jammed or stuck in the processor, or other circumstances, this
function allow the rollers reversed to retract plate;
Filling Pump: Extract or pump in the soap solution(filling) into the developer tank.
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Chapter 6: System Maintenance
For optimum performanceand
performance
productivity, regular maintenance and services are required
to be carried out on the device. The following are recommended maintenance cycles and
details to be noted (Inappropriate handling not according to recommendation may affect
device performance and even damage the machine).Maintenance
machine) Maintenance is divided into routine
maintenance and regular maintenance. The device must to be operated under
standardenvironment
tandardenvironment requirement as stated according in the 《User
User Manual》.
Manual
Attention:

Power must be turned off to ensure safety during maintenance.

Surface cleaning manners and precautions:
precautions
While cleaning device surface, first used a vacuum cleaner to clean
cle dusts on the machine
casings, seams and accumulated dusts on plate loading platform.
If the indoor air is dry and clean, and the machine is often being cleaned, just use dry cloth is
wipe and remove the dust from the surface;
For thoroughly cleaning, wipe
wipe with a damp cloth mixed with mild cleanser and clean with a
damp cloth with detergent until it is cleaned and dried.
Attention: Do not spill or leak water or detergent into the device, this could causehazardous
cause
to operator
or damage the machine.
Important: Strongly recommended that the following maintenance should be carried out by a trained
engineer or under the direction of a CRON qualified engineer.

6.1
1 Device internal cleaning & inspection procedures
6.1.1 Open the discharge valve and machine
machine cover, remove the rubber roller and brush, and clean the
tank with a rag and water.

6.1.2 Wash the brush and roller with clean water.
6.1.3Cleaning the sprinkle pipe.
Attention while cleaning the unit: Do not allow water into the panel and the electrical box
during cleaning.
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6.1.4Check the internal piping of the equipment for aging and leakage, and replace the equipment
pipe/hose if necessary.

6.1.5Check gear structure for damage or lack of lubrication

6.1.6Check if the filter needs to be replaced

6.1.7Check 3M anti-static tape, if there is damage to send version, please replace it in time;
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6.1.8Maintenance of roller bushings (quarterly)
Check the sleeves on both ends of the rubber roller periodically as shown in the figure below:

6.1.9Maintenance of circulation pump and its piping
Please wash the circulation pump regularly as follows:
a) Discharge or drain out the developer in the developer tank
b) Remove the pump head of the circulation pump
c) Clean pump cover, pump leaf, leaf blade(Do not lose bushings and seals on the blade rest,
sleeves on the pump cover)
d) Fit the pump head (6 screws fixing the pump head should be tightened at the same time to
prevent the pump leaf from not rotating, if unilateral screw is too tight, the pump leaf will not
turn)
Note: Please make sure that the inlet and outlet pipes of circulation pump are unblocked
Pump cover
bushing

Pump
cover

Pump
leaf

Blade
holder

Leaf washer

Leaf
holder

Pump
body
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6.2 Daily Maintenance
WPT Device daily maintenance itemize list
No

Attribute

MaintenanceItem
s

Maintenance Cycle
Inspection

Cleaning

Replacement

Lubrication

Rubber roller drive
worm wheel, worm
nuts
Rubber roller drive
gear
Rubber roller drive
sprocket
Brush drive iron gear

Monthly

----

damage

30Days
(Vaseline)

30 Days

30 Days

damage

----

30 Days

----

damage

30 Days
(Grease)

30 Days

60 Days

damage

30 Days
(Grease)

Brush drive plastic
steel gear
filter

30 Days

30 Days

damage

----

30 Days

30 Days

damage

----

Filter core

30 Days

----

30Days

----

7

Circulation pump

30 Days

30 Days

damage

----

8

Rubber roller sleeve

90 Days

90 Days

damage

----

9

Draining pipe line

30 Days

30 Days

damage

----

1

3
3
4
5
6

Routine Maintenance

2

Discharge valve

30 Days
30 Days
damage
10
Note 1: Recommended schedule undertake that the device is established in accordance of the
standard environment as stated in the User's GuideManual.
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Abnormal Problems Analysis and Handling
Chapter 7: Abnormal Problems Analysis and Handling
Attention!
Before proceeds for HDI device inspection and hardware handling, please wait for at
least 5 minutes after power turned off to avoid electrical shock.
Device inspection, diagnostic, handling and replacement of parts components should be
only conducted by well trained and qualified technical personnel appointed by CRON.
Technical personnel involve in diagnostic and troubleshooting works should remove all
metal items from body before carry out the works. Use the insulating tools to avoid
electrical
cal shock and precautions of injury.
7.1 When the equipment is in working, both the inlet valve and the filter valve need to be opened.

7.2 When replacing the filter element, the valves on both sides must be closed, and should put a
container ready to receive
eive leakage or drips.

7.3Soap
Soap solution does not warm up.
up
7.3.1Check
Check is it powered on (Press the "Enter" key on the panel for operation).
operation)
7.3.2Whether
Whether the soap solution in the developer tank is full (the liquid level must be higher than the
liquid level detection switch).
switch)
7.3.3Check
Check the developer heater fuse and heater solid state relay in the electric control box.
box
7.3.4 Check whether the wire on the developing heater head is blown due to excessive current.
current
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7.4Drying does not warm up
7.4.1Check whether the dry heating wire fuse and the dry heating wire solid state relay in the electric
control box are loose.

Solid State
Relays

Fuses

7.5Abnormal temperature fluctuation of soap solution
7.5.1 Check whether the ground wire of the device power cable is grounded;
7.5.2 Check the developer temperature probe tube whether has any leakage of water;
7.6Soap solution liquid too much foam
Defoamer can be added. The proportion of defoamer is 3-5 drops of 20L soap (it can also be added
according to the amount of foam).
7.7Brush or Wash Start Hysteresis
The gap between the counter next to the rubber roller motor and the encoder disc used for counting is
too large, and the counter cannot be sensed;

7.8 After the equipment starts, the plate input rollers are not rotating
7.9 Check is it powered on (Press the "Enter" key on the panel to confirm operation);
7.10 Check whether the incoming sensor is working properly (red light will be on when sensing);
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7.10.1In normal working condition of the equipment, check whether there is 4-24V DC voltage
between the J21 and J11 of the speed control module in the electric control box (you can also
test by pressing the “4” key shown on the operation panel page 3);

1. If No, replace the speed control module;
2. If Yes, but the motor does not turn and can wire the roller motor (Connected to the two wires at
the bottom of J21 and J11 of the four-position terminal block) directly connected to the J21 and J11
of the speed control module (if the rubber roller is reversed, two wires can be exchanged);
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Chapter8: Optional Devices
Standalone External CRD System (CRD-EX1)
Standalone CRD system is an optional device, it an automatic replenishing device for developer in tank by
conductivity level detected in the circulation flow of the processor, this ensure developer in tank maintains
its consistency conditions for plate developing.

8.1CRD-EX1device structure
Power
ON/OFF

Operation
Indication

Display
Panel
Warning
Indication

Inlet Pipe
connection
Outlet pipe
connection

Replenish
Container
Inlet pipe
connection
Replenishing
level ON/OFF

Power Cord
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8.2 CRD-EX1Spare Parts List & Layout Diagram

1

022030202

Plasticconnector（Withsealring）

3/4-25mm

4

2

060105115

Plastic 3-way connector

C03 3/4-14（G）

1

3

022030432

Straight water nozzle

G3/4-10 外牙（G）

1

4

060105117

Straight pipe

C05 3/4-14（G）

2

5

060105118

Angle pipe

C02 3/4-14（G）

1

6

022019088

Backup core

C07 3/4outsideto1/2inside（G）

1

7

060105138

Liquid level sensor 678

8

022030430

PVCinside hex pipe

9

050401522

Conductivity sensor set

1

10

022019041

Liquid replenish pumper（singlehead）

1

11

060101739

Steel pipeΦ25

6M

12

060105156

PVC inside hex pipe

C01 3/4inside（G）

2

13

022030200

Plasticconnector（Withsealring）

3/4-16mm

2

14

022030201

Plasticconnector（Withsealring）

3/4-19mm

2

1
C09 3/4insideto1/2inside（G）
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8.3CRD-EX1Pipes Connection:
Connect the inlet pipe (bottom) of the CRD system to the filter outlet of the circulation pipe of the
processor.
Connect the outlet pipe (top) of the CRD system to the inlet of the circulation pipe of the processor;
Developer flows
direction
Connectsto developer
tank

Filter

8.4CRD-EX1Operations：
：

After the CRD unit water pipe connection is completed, the power of the CRD unit can be connected;
Refill the replenishing container with the standard proportion of fluid dilution recommended by supplier;
Press the power On-Off switch button to turn on the power for the CRD device, and the normal operation
can be performed;

8.5Display panel operation instructions
Please refer to the “CRD Installation and Operation Manual” for detailed panel operation instructions.

8.6Maintenance
8.7.1Excessive temperatures may damage the CRD detection sensor, so strong heat sources should
be avoided near the sensor. In hot weather, it is recommended to control the ambient
temperature.
8.7.2Replacement of the battery, the battery life is about 5000 hours. Recommended to replace the
battery when expired, the battery uses CR2032 button battery. Battery power is not used
when oxidation timing compensation function is turned off.
8.7.3 Preventing the developer from immersing in the potentiometer at the end of the CRD probe
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causes inaccurate measurements. The maintenance and cleaning of the CRD detection sensor
is very important. Each time of maintenance and cleaning can make the measurement of the
control system more accurate, and it can also ensure that the CRD detects the service life of
the sensor.
8.7.4 Cleaning of the CRD detection sensor: The liquid of the plate processor is easily crystallized. If
the crystal forms a thin film on the surface of the CRD detection sensor, the accuracy of the
test is affected. Therefore, the cleaning of the CRD detection sensor is very critical, it must be
cleaned once a week with ordinary non-corrosive cleaning agent, or clear water. it is
recommended to use a soft brush or cleaning cotton cleaning.

Alarm Indication:
The smaller the alarm level value, the higher the priority. See the alarm code table for details.
No.
1

Beeps
2 short 1 long (▪ ▪ ─)

2

3 short (▪ ▪ ▪)

3

3 long (─ ─ ─)

4

1short 1 long (▪ ─ ▪ ─)

5

2 short (▪ ▪)

6

2 long (─ ─)

7

1 short, continuous

Description

Priority

Power-up delay
Detected temperature is lower
than the expected temperature
by at least 1 degree
Temperature higher than
expected temperature by at least
1 degree
Replenisher level low/empty
Conductivity below the lower
limit
Conductivity above the upper
limit
Replenishing is in progress

1

Light Indicator display description:

No
1
2
3
4

LED Light
White LED
ON
Green LED
ON
Red LED ON
Red LED Flash
slow

Description
Indicates that the power is on
Indicates replenishing is in
progress
Replenishing cycle stop alarm
Alarm indicates Replenishing
level low in container
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2

2
3
4
4
5

Optional Devices
Factory default values:

Parameter
No.
S
P
L
A
C
F
H
J
T
U
y

Parameter
Conductivity standard
value
Replenishing volume
related setting
Replenishing interval
time
Conductivity upper limit
offset
Conductivity lower limit
offset
Conductivity zero
correction
Conductivity slope
correction
Conductivity
temperature parameter
Operating temperature
parameters
Temperature zero
correction
Oxidation time
compensation
parameter

Default value

Description

60.0 ms/cm
Unit conductivity difference starts
replenishing pump time

2s
60 s
1.0ms/cm
1.0ms/cm
----

Factory commissioning value

----

Factory commissioning value

210‱/℃

That means 2.1%/℃

25.0℃

Operating temperature
range24.0℃-26.0℃

----

Factory commissioning value

0 minute

Oxidation compensation is disabled
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